


Some things are best shared. Moments fill with 
meaning and become memories, giving life its 
flavour. Brogan’s Way is made for such moments. 
Distilled in Melbourne by Brogan herself, this 
handcrafted range of gins builds on base botanicals 
with art and precision, inviting you and those you 
love to experience a life of Spirited Sensations.

Sometimes, you just have to chase a dream. I’ve found mine  
and the journey has just begun. My gins are crafted especially 
for those shared experiences in life, where hearts are filled and 
new friends made. Their botanicals awaken my senses, as though 
their flowers whisper nature’s secrets. Let’s explore the way 
together, in pursuit of Spirited Sensations. 
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Brogan’s Way Everyday Salvation is our Australian twist on the classic dry gin we all know.  
Packed with botanicals it is juniper forward with the crispness of fresh organic white grapefruit 
peel balanced against Australian cinnamon myrtle and native pepper berries results in a  
modern versatile gin great for any occasion.

“My go-to when I get some welcome ‘time out’. With strawberry gum and zesty white 
grapefruit peel enlivened by a gentle pepper-berry heat, it’s the ultimate companion 
to kick back and cool off with.”

BROGAN’S NOTES

AUSTRALIAN DRY GIN 
700ML |  42% ABV

BROGAN’S WAY 
EVERYDAY SALVATION



Brogan’s Way Evening Light is our fresh and fruity, easy drinking gin. Gentle and zesty, we like to  
think of it as a new age Australian gin. Unique botanicals such as fresh mangos, fresh raspberries  
and organic white grapefruit juice form a fruity and unconventional backbone, complemented with  
a sweet piney juniper and warm cassia. Refreshing strawberry gum and river mint shine through.

“This tastes how a party feels with fresh, lively flavours of orange, raspberry and 
grapefruit. Shaken up with a little river mint, it brings a sweetness that creates a light, 
softer and fruity gin that doesn’t compromise the ABV. I wanted something for people 
who normally say, ‘I don’t like gin’. I wanted to create a gin that can be something 
different, to enjoy at a BBQ, or an impromptu get together.” 

BROGAN’S NOTES

AUSTRALIAN NEW AGE GIN 
700ML |  42% ABV

BROGAN’S WAY 
EVENING LIGHT



Brogan’s Way Royal Blood is the savoury sensation that is our navy strength gin. Complex with 
a lingering cardamom heat, at 57.2% it has a bit of a kick. Herbal aromas and flavours from the 
rosemary and bay leaf are seasoned with Australian sea parsley, saltbush and roasted wattle seed 
giving plenty of good mouthfeel.

“My strongest creation so far at 57.2% yet still smooth as silk. Old man saltbush,  
sea parsley and mountain pepper leaf boost its classic cardamom heat. In my opinion 
it is superb on its own, or as a Churchill martini, in a dirty martini… actually any 
martini.  It is a real special occasion gin, a spoil your friends type gin.” 

BROGAN’S NOTES

NAVY STRENGTH GIN 
700ML |  57 .2% ABV

BROGAN’S WAY 
ROYAL BLOOD



BROGAN CARR 
DISTILLER

I make gin. More accurately I’m a distiller but it is gin that has shaped my way. 
 
I didn’t know this is where I’d end up. I’m qualified as a medical laboratory scientist. I love the precision 
of science and investigative nature of the work but working in labs wasn’t enough. I retrained as a distiller, 
recently finishing a Master of Science Brewing & Distilling at Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland.
 
Distilling has brought a new perspective to what I love about science. It brings a refined twist to the old 
ways… and is a lot more delicious. Distilling allows me to bring all my different ideas to life and create 
gins across the full sensory experience. 
 

I’m proud to be a part of the Australian distilling community. I’m so appreciative of the support I’ve had 
from fellow distillers and industry people who have encouraged my journey. It’s great that we can be  
a part of this new world of gin, one where Australia is starting to tread its own path. 
 
You’ll find a lot of unique Australian botanicals in my gins – there are so many interesting possibilities 
when you bring these native flavours together. I want to challenge the ingrained concept of what gin  
is and show how diverse it can be. 
 
My gins certainly celebrate different flavours but, more importantly to me, there is a gin for every  
moment. Every day is full of meaningful moments which is what I try to bring to my way of making gin. 

“When I make gin, here’s what I’m trying to do: I’m trying to connect – me to you, 
you to your friends, everyone to each other in spirited sensation”





SIMON CARR 
DIRECTOR

While I studied as an Industrial Chemist, my career took me in an entirely different direction but there  
was a dream that always stuck with me. 

Almost thirty years in various executive roles with a number of various global automotive manufacturers 
saw me live in different places around the world, but I always dreamed of owning a small winery or 
brewery, somewhere that created something for others to enjoy.

And then it happened.

The decision was made, I quit my job and started the journey to open a distillery with Brogan. This journey 
has taken three years, including studying with the Institute of Brewing & Distilling, researching, planning, 
gaining approvals with councils, the ATO and the plethora of other licences required.

I love gin. Always have. I’ve enjoyed many gins from all around the world but when it comes to 
making the stuff, my daughter Brogan has the gift for distilling and flavour creation. 

This is how it became Brogan’s Way. 





GILLY & ME

My still, Gilly, might not be all that much different to countless stills around the world – but in really  
important ways she is completely unique, a true one-of-a-kind.

When I was looking to choose a still for my gins, I visited a lot of small to medium size distilleries. I spoke  
to a ton of amazing people and I tasted a lot of very good gins from many different types of stills. 

One thing the best gins had in common was that they had come from stills made by Carl GmbH in Germany.  
Their purity and palatability were exactly what I imagined my own spirited sensations would have, meaning a  
Carl still was definitely the way to go.  

When I met with Carl GmbH, they noticed that I was a not as tall as the typical distiller. For my still,  
they agreed to make everything a little shorter, a little easier to reach. I can’t tell you how cool it was  
to talk with them about the kind of spirit I wanted to make.

Together, we even came up with the idea of incorporating something special into the design that allows  
me the opportunity to modify the still setup to change how I extract the flavours I want with each  
distillation. What they created is just amazing… and very good looking if I do say so.

I called her Gilly to honour a centuries-old distilling tradition shared with me by my mentors of  
giving her a female name. I like to think that somewhere between the old ways and the new way  
is my way – Brogan’s Way. 

“At a certain point the art comes in and I go by my feeling. I go with its 
flow - because if it’s something I know I can share, that’s when I know 
I’ve got a spirited sensation”





BROGAN’S WAY DISTILLERY 
61 North Street 
Richmond 
Victoria, Australia 3121
(03) 9428 8173  
hello@brogansway.com.au 
brogansway.com.au

OPENING HOURS
Fridays: 5pm to 11pm
Saturdays: 5pm to 11pm
Sundays: 12pm to 6pm 
Tours and functions are welcome. Please enquire.

@brogansway 
#brogansway  #spiritedsensations


